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S phase-dependent interaction with DNMT1 dictates the role 
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Recent studies demonstrate that UHRF1 is required for DNA methylation maintenance by targeting DNMT1 to 
DNA replication foci, presumably through its unique hemi-methylated DNA-binding activity and interaction with 
DNMT1. UHRF2, another member of the UHRF family proteins, is highly similar to UHRF1 in both sequence and 
structure, raising questions about its role in DNA methylation. In this study, we demonstrate that, like UHRF1, 
UHRF2 also binds preferentially to methylated histone H3 lysine 9 (H3K9) through its conserved tudor domain and 
hemi-methylated DNA through the SET and Ring associated domain. Like UHRF1, UHRF2 is enriched in pericentric 
heterochromatin. The heterochromatin localization depends to large extent on its methylated H3K9-binding activ-
ity and to less extent on its methylated DNA-binding activity. Coimmunoprecipitation experiments demonstrate that 
both UHRF1 and UHRF2 interact with DNMT1, DNMT3a, DNMT3b and G9a. Despite all these conserved functions, 
we find that UHRF2 is not able to rescue the DNA methylation defect in Uhrf1 null mouse embryonic stem cells. This 
can be attributed to the inability for UHRF2 to recruit DNMT1 to replication foci during S phase of the cell cycle. 
Indeed, we find that while UHRF1 interacts with DNMT1 in an S phase-dependent manner in cells, UHRF2 does not. 
Thus, our study demonstrates that UHRF2 and UHRF1 are not functionally redundant in DNA methylation mainte-
nance and reveals the cell-cycle-dependent interaction between UHRF1 and DNMT1 as a key regulatory mechanism 
targeting DNMT1 for DNA methylation.
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Introduction

DNA methylation is a prototype of epigenetic modifi-
cation widely present in eukaryotes. In mammals, DNA 
methylation mainly occurs at cytosine-C5 in the context 
of CpG dinucleotides. This modification is essential for 
embryonic development and plays critical roles in tran-
scriptional regulation, heterochromatin formation, X-in-
activation, imprinting and genome stability [1]. Aberrant 
DNA methylation has been implicated in many human 

diseases including cancers [2].
The pattern of DNA methylation is believed to be 

established in early development by de novo DNA meth-
yltransferases DNMT3a and DNMT3b, and then main-
tained primarily by the activity of DNMT1 [3]. DNMT1 
has a strong preference for hemi-methylated CpG sub-
strates generated during DNA replication [4], a property 
ideal for maintaining the stable inheritance of DNA 
methylation. Consistent with its role in DNA methylation 
maintenance, DNMT1 is recruited to DNA replication 
forks in S phase and co-localizes with pericentric hetero-
chromatin foci that are replicated in middle and late S 
phase [4, 5]. Although DNMT1 interacts with proliferat-
ing cell nuclear antigen, a cofactor of DNA polymerase 
delta, and this interaction was thought to target DNMT1 
to replication forks [6], recent studies demonstrate that 
UHRF1, also known as ICBP90 and NP95, interacts with 
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DNMT1 and is required for targeting DNMT1 to replica-
tion forks [7, 8]. This function of UHRF1 is conserved 
in evolution, as homologs of UHRF1 are implicated in 
DNA methylation in Arabidopsis and zebrafish [9, 10].

UHRF1 was initially identified independently as an 
inverted CCAAT Box-binding protein and a gene highly 
expressed in proliferating cells [11, 12]. Structurally 
UHRF1 harbors at least five functional domains in the 
order from N- to C-terminus: ubiquitin-like domain 
(UBL), a tandem tudor domain, a plant homeodomain 
(PHD), a SET and Ring associated (SRA) domain and 
a really interesting new gene (Ring) domain (see Fig-
ure 1A). A subsequent study showed that UHRF1 binds 
methylated CpG through its SRA domain and plays a 
role in repression of cell cycle inhibitors such as p21 
[13]. However, the most striking discovery for UHRF1 is 
likely its function in DNA methylation. Much like Dnmt1 
null embryonic stem (ES) cells, the Uhrf1 null mouse ES 
cells are severely impaired in DNA methylation [7, 8]. 
Mechanistically, UHRF1 was found to bind hemi-meth-
ylated CpG through its SRA domain and this activity ap-
pears to be required for targeting DNMT1 to replication 
forks [14-16]. In addition to its hemi-methylated CpG 
binding activity, UHRF1 also binds preferentially to di- 
and tri-methylated lysine 9 of histone H3 (H3K9me2/3) 
[17, 18]. The PHD domain and tudor domain have been 
implicated in the binding of H3K9me2/3 [17-19]. In 
agreement with the presence of a Ring domain, UHRF1 
has an E3 ligase activity that ubiqutinates histones and 
non-histone proteins [17]. Given its ability to recognize 
both methylated DNA and methylated H3K9, UHRF1 
not only plays a critical role in DNA methylation main-
tenance but may also mediate a cross-talk between DNA 
and histone methylation.

During evolution, the presence of UHRF1 seems to 
correlate well with the DNA methylation status of the 
organisms, as UHRF1 homolog is absent in yeast, C. 
elegans and Drosophia, organisms without substantial 
DNA methylation. While the zebrafish genome contains 
only one homolog of UHRF1, mouse and human ge-
nomes contain additionally a UHRF2 gene that encodes 
a protein highly homologous to UHRF1 in sequence and 
structure (Figure 1A). UHRF2, also known as NIRF, 
has been shown to be cell cycle-regulated and has auto-
ubiquitination activity [20-22]. The substantial sequence 
and structural conservation between UHRF1 and UHRF2 
argues for a potential functional conservation between 
these two proteins. As UHRF1 and UHRF2 are the only 
proteins in the human genome that contain an SRA do-
main, this raises the question as to whether UHRF2 also 
recognizes hemi-methylated DNA and plays a role in 
DNA methylation maintenance. In this study, we show 

that, like UHRF1, UHRF2 also binds preferentially to 
methylated histone H3K9me2/3 through the conserved 
tudor domain and hemi-methylated DNA through the 
SRA domain, and interacts with DNMT1, DNMT3a, 
DNMT3b and G9a. Interestingly, we found that the SRA 
domain of UHRF2 exhibited a better binding activity for 
fully methylated DNA than the SRA domain of UHRF1. 
Importantly, we found that expression of UHRF2 cannot 
rescue the DNA methylation defect in Uhrf1 null mouse 
ES cells. Mechanistically we found that UHRF2 lacks an 
S phase-dependent interaction with DNMT1 that is char-
acteristic of UHRF1.

Results

UHRF2 recognizes specifically H3K9me2/3 
Given the substantial sequence and structural ho-

mology between UHRF1 and UHRF2 (Figure 1A), we 
first attempted to test if UHRF2 also selectively binds 
H3K9me2/3. We first immobilized biotinylated synthetic 
H3 or H4 peptides with various methylation pattern to 
streptavidin agarose beads and incubated them with 
HeLa nuclear extracts. After washing, the peptide-bound 
proteins were resolved by SDS-PAGE and analyzed for 
the presence of UHRF2 by western blot. A representative 
result in Figure 1B shows that, like UHRF1, UHRF2 also 
bound to the H3 peptides containing K9me2/3. Similarly, 
western blot analysis revealed the specific binding of 
K9me2/3 by HP1α, a prototypic H3K9me2/3-binding 
protein [23, 24]. As additional controls, western blot 
analyses showed that PHF8 specifically bound to the H3 
peptides with H3K4me2/3, whereas HDAC1, a subunit 
of the NuRD complex, bound prominently to unmodified 
H3, but poorly to H3K4me1-3, in full agreement with 
previous studies [25-28]. It is noteworthy that in compar-
ison to UHRF1, we observed in multiple experiments a 
better binding of H3K9me3 than H3K9me2 by UHRF2. 
In addition, H3K4me2 appears to inhibit the H3K9me2 
binding by UHRF1, UHRF2 and HP1α, as these proteins 
bound poorly to the H3 peptide with dimethylations at 
both K4 and K9 residues. Altogether, these results dem-
onstrate that both UHRF1 and UHRF2 in HeLa nuclear 
extracts specifically bind H3K9me2/3.

Tudor domain of UHRF2 is important for H3K9me2/3 
binding specificity

Previous s tudies on UHRF1 have mapped i ts 
H3K9me2/3 binding activity to the PHD and tudor do-
main [17-19]. Similarly, by using in vitro-translated and 
35S-methionine-labeled full-length and deletion mutants 
of UHRF2 and peptide pull-down assays, we found that 
the UHRF2 (aa 1-435) and UHRF2 (aa 119-397) frag-
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ments containing both the tudor and PHD domains were 
sufficient for binding H3K9me2/3 (Figure 1C). Further-
more, point mutations of two conserved hydrophobic and 
aromatic residues within the tudor domain (WF143/144 

and FW262/263AA) abolished the H3K9me2/3-binding 
activity of UHRF2 (Figure 1C), indicating a critical 
role for the tudor domain in mediating the binding of 
H3K9me2/3. We note that both UHRF1 and UHRF2 

Figure 1 UHRF2 recognizes specifically H3K9 methylation by its tandem tudor domain. (A) A diagram illustrating the struc-
ture and sequence similarity between human UHRF1 and UHRF2. UBL, ubiquitin-like domain; TD, tandem tudor domain; 
PHD, plant homeodomain; SRA, SET and ring associated domain; Ring, really interesting new gene domain. (B) Binding of 
UHRF2 to a panel of methylated histone H3 and H4 peptides in comparison to other known histone-binding proteins. Pull-
downs with HeLa nuclear extracts and various histone peptides were performed and the binding of UHRF1, UHRF2, HP1α, 
PHF8 and HDAC1 were revealed by western blot analysis. (C) The tandem tudor domain determines the H3K9me2 binding 
specificity. In vitro synthesized, 35S-met-labeled UHRF2 and deletion or point mutation mutants were subjected to pull-down 
assays with H3 and H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 peptides. The binding of various UHRF2 proteins were revealed by autoradiog-
raphy. (D) Recombinant UHRF1 and UHRF2 bound H3K9me2/3 peptides in vitro. Purified GST-UHRF1 (aa 1-436) and GST-
UHRF2 (aa 1-408) were subjected to pull down assays and the proteins bound to the peptides were resolved by SDS-PAGE 
and revealed by Coomassie blue staining. 
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exhibited a weak binding activity toward unmodified 
H3 peptide, in agreement with the recent reports that the 
PHD domain of UHRF1 can interact with unmodified H3 
N-terminal tail [29-31].

To test if UHRF2 binds directly to the methylated his-
tone H3, we expressed and purified UHRF2 aa 1-436 as a 
GST fusion protein from bacteria. Subsequent pull down 
followed by Coomassie blue staining showed that this 
protein bound preferentially to the H3K9me2/3 peptides 
and weakly to the unmodified H3 peptide (Figure 1D). 
Similarly, the GST-UHRF1 (aa 1-408) fusion protein also 
exhibited the same binding specificity. As no binding was 
observed for control GST proteins, these results clearly 
demonstrate that binding of H3K9me2/3 is intrinsic to 
both UHRF1 and UHRF2.

UHRF2 binds hemi-methylated DNA through the con-
served SRA domain

The SRA domain in UHRF1 binds selectively to 
hemi-methylated DNA. As this domain is found only 
in UHRF1 and UHRF2, we next determined whether 
UHRF2 also binds hemi-methylated DNA via its SRA 
domain. We first expressed and purified recombinant 
UHRF2 containing either tudor, PHD and SRA (aa 78-
626) or the SRA domain alone (aa 416-626) in the form 
of GST-fusions from bacteria (Figure 2A). As a positive 
control, we also expressed and purified GST-UHRF1 aa 
95-610 fragment (Figure 2A). The purified proteins were 
subjected to gel mobility shift assays using a 32P-labled 
oligonucleotide probe with or without hemi-methylated 
CpGs. Gel mobility shift assays in Figure 2B show that 
both UHRF1 (95-610) and UHRF2 (78-626) bound 
hemi-methylated but not unmethylated probe in a dose-
dependent manner. In addition, GST-UHRF2 (416-626), 
which contains only the SRA domain, bound the hemi-
methylated DNA probe as effectively as GST-UHRF2 
(78-626) (Figure 2C), indicating that the SRA domain 
is sufficient for the binding of hemi-methylated DNA 
probe. 

As UHRF1 was initially identified as a methyl-CpG 
binding protein, we next tested whether UHRF2 binds 
fully methylated DNA. In this regard, we compared the 
binding of GST-UHRF1 (95-610) and GST-UHRF2 (78-
626) to the same probe that was either un-, hemi- or fully 
methylated. Interestingly, we found that while GST-
UHRF1 (95-610) exhibited virtually no binding to fully 
methylated probe, GST-UHRF2 (78-626) bound weakly 
to the fully methylated probe compared to hemi-methy-
lated probe (Figure 2D). This difference was verified in 
subsequent gel shift assays using fully methylated probes 
and an increasing amount of GST-UHRF1 (95-610) and 
GST-UHRF2 (78-626) proteins (Figure 2E). Finally, 

based on the sequence conservation between UHRF1 and 
UHRF2 SRA domains, we generated GST-UHRF2 (416-
626) with alanine mutation at R520 or Y584, respec-
tively (Figure 2F). The R520 and Y584 in UHRF2 are 
equivalent to R491 and Y555 in UHRF1, both of which 
are critical for the binding of hemi-methylated DNA 
by the UHRF1 SRA domain [14, 15]. As shown in Fig-
ure 2G, these mutations impaired the hemi-methylated 
DNA-binding activity of UHRF2 SRA. In addition, these 
mutations also impaired the binding of UHRF2 SRA do-
main to fully methylated probe (Figure 2H). Finally, we 
found that full length Flag-tagged UHRF1 and UHRF2 
expressed and purified from 293T cells also bound hemi-
methylated but not unmethylated DNA probe (Supple-
mentary information, Figure S1). Thus, much like the 
SRA domain in UHRF1, the SRA domain from UHRF2 
also binds hemi-methylated DNA. Our results also re-
vealed that the SRA domain of UHRF2 also exhibits a 
stronger binding activity toward fully methylated probe 
than that of UHRF1.

Constitutive pericentric heterochromatin localization of 
UHRF1 and UHRF2 vs middle and late S phase pericen-
tric heterochromatin localization of DNMT1

We and others have shown that in HeLa and NIH3T3 
cells UHRF1 is enriched in pericentric heterochromatin 
[17, 32, 33]. To test the potential role of UHRF2 in tar-
geting DNMT1 for DNA methylation, we next analyzed 
its subcellular localization in S phase in NIH3T3 cells. 
For this purpose, NIH3T3 cells were transfected with 
GFP-UHRF1 or GFP-UHRF2 for 36 h and then cultured 
with media containing BrdU for 4 h and processed for 
BrdU immunostaining. We scored cells with relatively 
diffuse BrdU staining or bright foci staining overlapped 
with DAPI staining as cells in the early or middle and 
late S phase, respectively. As shown in Figure 3, both 
UHRF1 and UHRF2 exhibited constitutive pericentric 
heterochromatin staining throughout the S phase. Con-
sistent with previous data from mouse ES cells, DNMT1 
was clearly enriched and colocalized with UHRF1 and 
UHRF2 in pericentric heterochromatin in cells in middle 
and late S phase. Similarly, we found that endogenous 
UHRF2 was enriched in approximately 70% NIH3T3 
cells in the pericentric heterochromatin regions that were 
observed as bright DAPI staining foci (Figure 4A) and 
exhibited a diffuse nuclear staining in ~30% cells.

Both H3K9me2/3 and hemi-methylated DNA binding ac-
tivities contribute to UHRF2 pericentric heterochromatin 
localization

To investigate if methylated H3K9 and/or methylated 
DNA binding activity of UHRF2 contribute to its het-
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Figure 2 UHRF2 binds hemi- and fully methylated DNA through its SRA domain. (A) Coomassie blue staining gel showing purified 
GST-fusions of UHRF1 and UHRF2. The regions of UHRF1 or UHRF2 in number of amino acids fused to GST were as indicated. 
Arrows indicate the positions of GST-fusion proteins with the expected sizes. Also indicated are protein size markers. (B) Gel mo-
bility shift assay showing binding of GST-UHRF1 (95-610) and GST-UHRF2 (78-626) to hemi-methylated but not un-methylated 
DNA probes. An increasing amount of recombinant proteins (0.25 μg, 0.5 μg and 1 μg) were used for gel shift. (C) The recombi-
nant UHRF2 containing SRA domain alone, GST-UHRF2 (416-626), is capable of binding hemi-methylated DNA probe. 0.25, 0.5 
and 1 μg of proteins were used for gel shift. (D) Comparison of GST-UHRF1 (95-610) and GST-UHRF2 (78-626) in binding of un-
methylated, hemi-methylated (one strand methylated) and fully methylated (both strands methylated) DNA probe. (E) Increasing 
amount of GST-UHRF1 (95-610) and GST-UHRF2 (78-626) were compared for binding of fully methylated DNA probe. Three con-
centrations used were 0.25, 0.5 and 1 μg, respectively. (F) Coomassie blue staining gel showing purified GST, GST-UHRF2 (416-
626), and GST-UHRF2 (416-626) with R520A or Y584A mutation. (G) Gel mobility shift assay showing impaired hemi-methylated 
DNA binding activity for R520A and Y584A mutants. (H) R520A and Y584A mutants also showed impaired binding activity for fully 
methylated DNA probe. Three concentrations of proteins used were 0.25, 0.5 and 1 μg, respectively.
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Figure 3 UHRF1 and UHRF2 are enriched at pericentric heterochromatins independent of cell cycle, whereas DNMT1 is en-
riched at pericentric heterochromatins only in middle and late S phase. NIH3T3 cells were transfected with GFP-UHRF1 or 
GFP-UHRF2 and blocked at S phase by aphidicolin treatment. The cells were then released from S phase block and labeled 
with BrdU (red) and also stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). DNMT1 was revealed by immunostaining using a 
DNMT1 specific antibody. The DAPI staining foci represent pericentric heterochromatins.

erochromatin association, we analyzed the subcellular 
localization of wild-type and UHRF2 mutants deficient 
in methylated H3K9 and/or methylated DNA binding in 

NIH3T3 cells. For wild-type UHRF2, we observed colo-
calization with bright DAPI foci in approximately 75% 
transfected cells and diffuse nuclear staining in ~25% of 
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Figure 4 The H3K9me2/3 binding activity is the primary determinant for pericentric heterochromatin association of UHRF2. (A) 
The pericentric heterochromatin (HC) association for endogenous UHRF2 in NIH3T3 cells. (B) The pericentric heterochro-
matin localization for wild-type, methylated H3K9-binding deficient (WF143/144AA and FW262/263AA) and hemi-methylated 
DNA binding deficient (R520A and Y584A) mutants was analyzed in NIH3T3 using anti-Flag antibody cells. After counting 
large quantity of cells, the percentage of cells with UHRF2 and DAPI co-localization with DAPI foci representing pericentric 
heterochromatin (HC) was calculated for wild-type UHRF2 and each mutant. 

cells in more than 300 transfected cells (Figure 4B). For 
WF143/144AA and FW262/263AA mutants defective in 
binding H3K9me2/3, the colocalization with DAPI foci 
was observed in only ~4.7% and 3.6% cells, respectively, 
suggesting that the methylated H3K9-binding activity 
is crucial for UHRF2 pericentric heterochromatin local-
ization (Figure 4B). For R520A and Y584A mutants in 
the full-length UHRF2 context, the colocalization with 
DAPI foci is also reduced (dropping to ~18% and ~23%, 
respectively), but the reduction is less severe compared 

to the H3K9me2/3-binding deficient mutants (Figure 
4B). These results suggest that the H3K9me2/3-binding 
activity is critically important for UHRF2’s heterochro-
matin association, whereas the methylated DNA-binding 
activity also contributes. Similar results were obtained 
in multiple independent experiments. Taken together, we 
conclude that the binding activities for both methylated-
H3K9 and methylated DNA function cooperatively to 
target UHRF2 to pericentric heterochromatin.
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No protein-protein interaction between UHRF1 and 
UHRF2

Given that members of the same protein family are 
often found to interact with each other to form heterodi-
mers and that UHRF1 and UHRF2 share the same cel-
lular localization, we next tested whether UHRF1 and 
UHRF2 interact with each other. We first cotransfected 
293T cells with a Flag-tagged UHRF1 and a GFP-tagged 
UHRF2 and carried out coimmunoprecipitation analysis. 
A representative result in Figure 5A shows that there is 
no coimmunoprecipitation between Flag-tagged UHRF1 
and GFP-tagged UHRF2. To test the interaction in cells, 
we made use of a CHO cell line, which contains large 
numbers of Lac operator sequences stably integrated in a 
chromosomal site [34]. Expression of CFP-tagged Lac-

UHRF1 fusion proteins in these cells generated bright 
foci due to the binding of CFP-Lac-fusion proteins to the 
locus with large numbers of Lac sequences. UHRF2 was 
expressed as a Flag-tagged protein and its interaction 
with UHRF1 was examined by colocalization with CFP-
Lac-UHRF1 through immunostaining using an anti-Flag 
antibody. The result in Figure 5C shows that there is no 
colocalization of CFP-Lac-UHRF1 and Flag-UHRF2. 
Similarly, the colocalization was not observed when 
we did the reverse experiment using GFP-Lac-UHRF2 
and Flag-UHRF1. Based on these two experiments, we 
conclude that UHRF1 and UHRF2 do not appear to in-
teract with each other. We also tested whether UHRF2 
may form homodimers or oligomers by testing the coim-
munoprecipitation between GFP-UHRF2 and Flag-

Figure 5 UHRF2 forms neither heterodimers with UHRF1 nor homodimers with itself. (A) UHRF2 did not coimmunoprecipi-
tate with UHRF1. The interaction between UHRF1 and UHRF2 was tested via coimmunoprecipitation between GFP-UHRF2 
and Flag-UHRF1 transiently expressed in 293T cells. (B) UHRF2 did not form homodimers or oligomers. The interaction 
between UHRF2 and UHRF2 was tested via coimmunoprecipitation between GFP-UHRF2 and Flag-UHRF2 transiently ex-
pressed in 293T cells. (C) No co-localization between UHRF1 and UHRF2 was observed in DG44-CHO cells. As DG44-CHO 
cells contain hundreds and thousands of Lac operons integrated in a single genomic site, expression of CFP-Lac-UHRF1 or 
CFP-Lac-UHRF2 all led to the observation of a bright CFP foci. However, Flag-UHRF2 was not recruited to the bright CFP-
Lac-UHRF1 foci and Flag-UHRF1 was not recruited to the bright CFP-Lac-UHRF2 foci.
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Figure 6 UHRF2 interacts with DNMT1, DNMT3a, DNMT3b and G9a. (A) UHRF1 co-immunoprecipitated with DNMT1, DNM-
T3a and DNMT3b. GFP-tagged UHRF1 was expressed alone or together with DNMT1, DNMT3a and DNMT3b, respectively 
in 293T cells and subjected to immunoprecipitation analysis using anti-Flag antibody and western blot analysis using UHRF1 
and Flag antibodies. (B) UHRF2 co-immunoprecipitated with DNMT1, DNMT3a and DNMT3b. The co-immunoprecipitation 
experiments were performed as above except GFP-UHRF2 was used. (C) UHRF1 and UHRF2 in HeLa nuclear extracts co-
immunoprecipitated with DNMT1. Note that low levels of UHRF1 were detected in immunoprecipitation of UHRF2 and vice 
versa, most likely due to slight cross-reaction in western blot between UHRF1 and UHRF2 antibodies. (D) Both UHRF1 and 
UHRF2 co-immunoprecipitated with G9a. GFP-tagged UHRF2 or UHRF1 were expressed alone or together with Flag-G9a in 
293T cells and subjected to IP-western analysis using antibodies as indicated. 

UHRF2. Again, we found no evidence for the formation 
of UHRF2 homodimers or oligomers (Figure 5B).

UHRF2 interacts with DNMT1, DNMT3a, DNMT3b and 
G9a

Previous studies have shown that UHRF1 interacts 

with DNMT1, DNMT3a, DNMT3b and G9a and through 
these interactions UHRF1 have been implicated in regu-
lating DNA methylation maintenance, de novo DNA 
methylation and transcriptional repression [8, 35, 36]. 
We thus tested if UHRF2 also interacts with these pro-
teins. To this end, we cotransfected 293T cells with GFP-
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Figure 7 Overexpression of UHRF2 in mouse Uhrf1−/− ES cells rescues neither DNA methylation defect nor pericentric 
heterochromatin localization of DNMT1 in S phase. (A) Confirmation of DNA methylation defect in Uhrf1−/− ES cells by anti-
mC immunostaining. Left panel shows western blot analysis of whole cell extracts derived from wild-type E14 and Uhrf1−/− 
ES cells. Right panel shows representative 5-meC immunostaining data for E14 and Uhrf1−/− ES cells. Also shown are the 
phase contrast images. (B) Ectopic expression of GFP-UHRF1 but not GFP-UHRF2 rescued DNA methylation defect in 
Uhrf1−/− ES cells. Note both GFP-UHRF1 and GFP-UHRF2 exhibited a focal staining pattern, in agreement with their ex-
pected pericentric heterochromatin localization. (C) Immunostaining for DNMT1 confirmed absence of focal staining pattern 
(pericentric heterochromatin targeting) for DNMT1 in Uhrf1−/− cells. The cells with DNMT1 focal staining in E14 were circled. 
Also shown are DAPI staining images. (D) Expression of GFP-UHRF1 but not GFP-UHRF2 restored correct pericentric het-
erochromatin targeting of DNMT1. The Uhrf1−/− ES cells were transfected with GFP-UHRF1 or GFP-UHRF2 and then sub-
jected to immunostaining for DNMT1. The merged image revealed the same focal localization patterns for DNMT1 and GFP-
UHRF1. Left panel shows enlarged images of the cells marked by rectangle. Note that no focal staining pattern for DNMT1 
was observed for GFP-UHRF2 expressing cells.

tagged UHRF1 and Flag-tagged DNMT1, DNMT3a and 
DNMT3b, respectively and confirmed by co-immuno-

precipitation the interaction of UHRF1 with DNMT1, 
DNMT3a and DNMT3b (Figure 6A). We then carried 
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out the same experiments with GFP-UHRF2 and dem-
onstrated that GFP-UHRF2 also co-immunoprecipitated 
with Flag-DNMT1, DNMT3a and DNMT3b (Figure 6B). 
To test the interaction with DNMT1 further, IP-western 
analysis with HeLa nuclear extracts was performed. We 
used two anti-UHRF1 and two anti-UHRF2 antibodies. 
As shown in Supplementary information, Figure S2, 
these antibodies are specific for IP but showed certain 
levels of cross-reaction in western blot. The results in 
Figure 6C show that antibodies against both UHRF1 and 
UHRF2 co-precipitated DNMT1. Together these results 
demonstrate that, like UHRF1, UHRF2 also shows inter-
action with DNMT1 in co-immunoprecipitation assays. 
We also tested the potential interaction between UHRF2 
and G9a, and IP-western results in Figure 6D show that 
both UHRF1 and UHRF2 co-immunoprecipitated with 
G9a.

UHRF2 cannot rescue DNA methylation defect in 
Uhrf1−/− ES cells

So far our data show that, just like UHRF1, UHRF2 
also recognizes specifically hemi-methylated DNA and 
interacts with DNMT1. Given that Uhrf1−/− mouse ES 
cells have severely reduced DNA methylation [7, 8], we 
tested whether ectopic overexpressing UHRF2 would 
rescue DNA methylation in Uhrf1−/− ES cells. We first 
confirmed by immunostaining using an anti-methyl C an-
tibody that in comparison to the wild type E14 ES cells, 
the level of DNA methylation is substantially lower in 
the Uhrf1−/− ES cells (Figure 7A). We also confirmed 
by western blot the UHRF1 protein was absent in the 
Uhrf1−/− ES cells (Figure 7A). We then expressed GFP-
UHRF1 and GFP-UHRF2 in the Uhrf1−/− ES cells and 
examined the DNA methylation status by immunostain-
ing using anti-methyl C antibody. As shown in Figure 
7B, we found that while expression of GFP-UHRF1 res-
cued the DNA methylation defects in Uhrf1−/− ES cells, 
no rescue of DNA methylation was observed for cells ex-
pressing GFP-UHRF2. Robust rescue of DNA methyla-
tion by GFP-UHRF1 can be detected by immunostaining 
48 h after transfection and further, the extended culture 
did not enhance significantly the levels of DNA methyla-
tion. No rescue of DNA methylation was observed even 
for prolonged culture after transcfection of GFP-UHRF2 
(Figure 7B), Flag-UHRF2 or non-tagged UHRF2 (data 
not shown). These results demonstrate that UHRF2 is un-
able to substitute for UHRF1 in DNA methylation main-
tenance. Consistent with a non-essential role for UHRF2 
in DNA methylation maintenance, we found that knock-
down of UHRF2 in HCT116 cells by two different siR-
NAs did not lead to reduced levels of DNA methylation 
when examined by immunostaining using anti-methyl C 

antibody, whereas knockdown of UHRF1 led to reduced 
levels of DNA methylation (Supplementary information, 
Figure S3). These results were further supported by ana-
lyzing the levels of DNA methylation by more quantita-
tive HPLC analysis (Li et al., unpublished data).

UHRF2 could not target DNMT1 to replication foci in S 
phase

Previous studies indicate that DNMT1 could not be 
appropriately targeted to the DNA replication foci dur-
ing S phase of the cell cycle in Uhrf1−/− ES cells [8]. 
We confirmed that in the wild-type E14 cells, DNMT1 
could be observed in discrete foci in 10-15% cells (Fig-
ure 7C). We confirmed by EdU labeling the cells with 
discrete DNMT1 foci were also positive for EdU label-
ing and belonged to cells in S phase (data not shown). In 
agreement with previous result [8], no discrete DNMT1 
foci were observed in the Uhrf1−/− ES cells (Figure 7C), 
confirming a defect in targeting DNMT1 to replicating 
foci in these cells. We thus examined whether ectopic 
expression of UHRF1 and UHRF2 could restore the 
proper foci staining of DNMT1. As shown in Figure 7D, 
we found that expression of GFP-UHRF1 was able to 
restore DNMT1 foci staining patterns in approximately 
10% of the cells (in S phase). However, no DNMT1 
foci staining could be observed in the GFP-UHRF2-
expressing Uhrf1−/− ES cells. Note that both GFP-
UHRF1 and GFP-UHRF2 exhibit a discrete foci-staining 
pattern (Figure 7D), indicating both of them are properly 
localized to the pericentric heterochromatin foci. These 
results indicate that although both UHRF1 and UHRF2 
localize to pericentric heterochromatin foci, only UHRF1 
but not UHRF2 is able to recruit DNMT1 to these foci 
in S phase of the cell cycle, thus providing a mechanistic 
explanation for UHRF2’s inability to rescue the DNA 
methylation defect in Uhrf1−/− ES cells.

Difference in S phase-dependent interaction with 
DNMT1 sets apart UHRF1 and UHRF2

Given that both UHRF1 and UHRF2 interact with 
DNMT1 in coimmunoprecipitation experiments, we 
were surprised that only UHRF1, but not UHRF2, is 
able to recruit DNMT1 to DNA replication foci and 
thus plays a role in DNA methylation maintenance. As 
reported previously and shown in Figures 3 and 4, both 
UHRF1 and UHRF2 localize to pericentric heterchro-
matin foci in majority of NIH3T3 cells, yet DNMT1 
is recruited and colocalizes with UHRF1 only in the S 
phase of the cell cycle, indicating an S phase-dependent 
interaction. For endogenous UHRF1 in mouse ES E14 
cells, pericentric heterochromatin localization is clearly 
detected for the cells in S phase, but less obvious for 
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Figure 8 UHRF1 but not UHRF2 interacts with DNMT1 in DG44-CHO cells and this interaction is S phase dependent. (A) 
The interactions between DNMT1 and UHRF1, and DNMT1 and UHRF2 were analyzed in DG44-CHO cells using CFP-
Lac-UHRF1, CFP-lac-UHRF2 and Flag-DNMT1. Expression of control CFP-Lac, CFP-Lac-UHRF1 and CFP-Lac-UHRF2 
all resulted in a bright foci in cells. However, recruitment of Flag-DNMT1 was observed only for CFP-Lac-UHRF1 cells in 
about 10% - 15% cells expressing both CFP-Lac-UHRF1 and Flag-DNMT1. (B) The interaction with DNMT1 was reciprocally 
analyzed using CFP-Lac-DNMT1 and Flag-UHRF1 and Flag-UHRF2 in DG44-CHO cells. The colocalization with CFP-Lac-
DNMT1 was observed only for Flag-UHRF1 but not Flag-UHRF2. Note the colocalization was also observed on other regions 
enriched with CFP-Lac-UHRF1. This interaction is again observed only in 10% - 15% cells coexpressing both CFP-Lac-DN-
MT1 and Flag-UHRF1. (C) Aphidicolin treatment enriched DG44-CHO cells in S phase. DG44-CHO cells were treated with or 
without 1 mg/ml aphidicolin for 20 h. Aphidicolin was removed and cells were incubated in the presence of 10 µM EdU for 2 h 
and processed for EdU immunostaining (left panel) and merged figures with DAPI staining (right panel). (D) Aphidicolin treat-
ment similarly increased the DG44-CHO cells with UHRF1 and DNMT1 colocalization.
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the cells in other phases of the cell cycle, likely due to 
cell cycle-dependent expression and protein stability of 
endogenous UHRF1 [8]. To circumvent this problem, 
we analyzed whether the interaction of DNMT1 with 
UHRF1 and UHRF2 is also S phase-dependent in CHO 
cells. As shown in Figure 8A, the colocalization of CFP-
Lac-UHRF1 and Flag-DNMT1 was detectable, but in 
only about 10% of the cells expressing both proteins. 
However, under the same condition, no colocalization 
of CFP-Lac-UHRF2 and Flag-DNMT1 was observed 
in large numbers of cells expressing both proteins. The 
same results were observed when the experiments were 
performed reciprocally using CFP-Lac-DNMT1 and 
Flag-UHRF1 and Flag-UHRF2 (Figure 8B). 

The above results that UHRF1 and DNMT1 were 
colocalized in only ~10% CHO cells suggest that the in-
teraction between these two proteins in CHO cells likely 
occurs only in the cells in S phase. To demonstrate this 
further, we treated the cells with aphidicolin to enrich 
the cells in S phase. EdU immunostaining in Figure 8C 
showed that aphidicolin treatment increased the cells in 
S phase from 11.2% to 52%. Importantly, we found that 
aphidicolin treatment increased the cells with CFP-Lac-
UHRF1 and Flag-DNMT1 colocalization from 13.3% 
to ~56.2% (Figure 8D), which correlates very well with 
the percentage of the cells in S phase in the population. 
These results argue strongly that the interaction between 
UHRF1 and DNMT1 in CHO cells is cell cycle-depen-
dent and occurs only during S phase of the cell cycle. 
However, under the same conditions we did not observe 
any colocalization between DNMT1 and UHRF2 (Figure 
8D). Thus, both in ES cells and CHO cells, the interac-
tion between DNMT1 and UHRF1 is S phase-depen-
dent. Although both UHRF1 and UHRF2 interact with 
DNMT1 in coimmunoprecipitation assays, it is the lack 
of S phase-dependent interaction with DNMT1 that sets 
apart UHRF2 from UHRF1. 

Discussion

Both UHRF1 and UHRF2 possess H3K9me2/3 and he-
mi-methylated DNA binding activities

In this study we show that, much like UHRF1, UHRF2 
also has both H3K9me2/3 and hemi-methylated DNA 
binding activities. Also like UHRF1, UHRF2 exhibits 
predominantly a constitutive pericentric heterochromatin 
localization on top of a diffuse nuclear distribution. We 
mapped the H3K9me2/3-binding activity to its tudor do-
main, as mutations of key amino-acid residues in the tu-
dor domain abolish the methylated H3K9 binding activ-
ity (Figure 1). Although it is less obvious for UHRF1 and 
UHRF2 in HeLa nuclear extracts, in vitro synthesized 

UHRF2 and recombinant UHRF2 containing both tudor 
and PHD domains also exhibited a weak binding activity 
for unmodified H3 peptide (Figure 1C and 1D). This ob-
servation is consistent with recent reports that the PHD 
domain of UHRF1 can independently recognize unmodi-
fied H3 peptide. However, it remains to be determined 
whether the PHD domain and tudor domain of UHRF2 
function as independent histone H3 binding modules 
and/or as a reader for combinatorial code of unmodified 
(H3R2) and H3K9me2/3 in cells.

Much like UHRF1, UHRF2 also binds hemi-methylat-
ed DNA (Figure 2). By using the same DNA probe that 
was unmethylated, hemi-methylated or fully-methylated 
we demonstrated that both UHRF1 and UHRF2 have a 
strong preference for hemi-methylated DNA and exhibit 
virtually no binding for un-methylated DNA (Figure 
2B). Interestingly, we observed that UHRF2 also bound 
moderately to fully methylated probe, whereas UHRF1 
did not (Figure 2D and 2E). The binding activity for both 
hemi- and fully methylated DNA requires its conserved 
SRA domain, as mutations of key residues in the SRA 
domain abolish both binding activities (Figure 2G and 
2H). The finding that UHRF2 binds fully methylated 
DNA better than UHRF1 suggests that UHRF2 may bind 
fully methylated CpG in cells and play a role in tran-
scriptional regulation involving methylated DNA. Future 
work is required to assess the relative methyl-CpG bind-
ing activity of UHRF2 by comparing it with other known 
methyl-CpG binding proteins such as MeCP2.

During the review of our manuscript, Pichler et al. 
reported coorperative binding of methylated H3K9me3 
and hemi-methylated DNA by UHRF2 [37]. They used a 
GFP fusion protein-based in vitro binding assay to char-
acterize the binding of histone tail peptides and methy-
lated DNA. In their study, the relative binding affinity 
for H3K9me3 by UHRF2 is not 50% more than that for 
unmodified H3 peptide. Similarly, the binding affinity 
for hemi-methylated DNA by UHRF2 is not 50% more 
than that of unmethylated DNA. In contrast, in our pull-
down assays using either HeLa nuclear extracts, in vitro 
translated proteins or recombinant GST-fusion proteins 
purified from bacteria, we consistently observed a robust 
preference for binding of H3K9me2/3 over H3. Simi-
larly, in our gel mobility shift-based assays, recombinant 
UHRF2 exhibited a strong preference for binding of 
hemi- > fully- > unmethylated DNA probe. Such discrep-
ancy may result from the difference in assay systems, fu-
sion proteins used and DNA probe sequences. 

Currently, UHRF1 and UHRF2 are the only pro-
teins that are able to bind both methylated H3K9 and 
DNA. Both UHRF1 and UHRF2 are enriched in the 
heavy DAPI stained pericentric heterochromatin foci, 
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which contain high levels of both methylated H3K9 and 
DNA. In this regard, Pichler et al. provided evidence 
that UHRF2 binds cooperatively H3K9me3 and hemi-
methylated DNA [37]. We find that the methylated 
H3K9-binding deficient UHRF2 mutants are severely 
impaired in heterochromatin localization, whereas muta-
tions that impair its methylated DNA binding activity 
also affect its heterochromatin localization, although to 
a less extent (Figure 4). This observation is in agreement 
with the study by Pilchler et al. [37] showing that loss 
of H3K9me3 methylation has a more severe effect on 
UHRF2 pericentric heterochromatin localization than 
loss of DNA methylation. As methylated H3K9 and 
methylated DNA are often colocalized in the genome, 
UHRF1 and UHRF2 are likely to play a role in mediat-
ing the cross-talk between H3K9 methylation and DNA 
methylation.

UHRF2 cannot replace UHRF1 in DNA methylation 
maintenance and does not interact with DNMT1 in S 
phase of the cell cycle

The ability for both UHRF1 and UHRF2 to bind meth-
ylated H3K9 and hemi-methylated DNA and the interac-
tion with DNMT1 in co-IP raise an intriguing question as 
to whether UHRF2 also plays a role in DNA methylation 
maintenance. However, overexpression of UHRF2 could 
not rescue the DNA methylation defect in Uhrf1−/− ES 
cells. Similarly, Pichler et al. [37] reported that expres-
sion of mouse Uhrf2 in Uhrf1−/− ES cells did not restore 
DNA methylation at major satellite repeats. Further-
more, we showed that while knockdown of UHRF1 
resulted in reduced DNA methylation in HCT116 cells, 
knockdown of UHRF2 in HCT116 cells did not lead 
to reduced levels of DNA methylation (Supplementary 
information, Figure S3). Similar results were obtained 
with knockdown of UHRF1 and UHRF2 in HeLa and 
NIH3T3 cells (data not shown). Thus, UHRF2 cannot 
substitute for UHRF1 in DNA methylation maintenance 
and does not appear to play a role in DNA methylation 
maintenance. Mechanistically, we found that while ex-
pression of UHRF1 rescued pericentric heterochromatin 
localization of DNMT1, expression of UHRF2 did not 
(Figure 7D). As shown in Figure 3, both exogenously ex-
pressed UHRF1 and UHRF2 localize to pericentric het-
erochromatin regions throughout the cell cycle, whereas 
DNMT1 shows a diffuse nuclear staining in early S 
phase and only colocalizes with UHRF1 in middle and 
late S phase. These results, together with the previous 
report [8], reveal that UHRF1 interacts with DNMT1 
only during S phase of the cell cycle. In support of this, 
we demonstrate clearly that colocalization and thus the 
interaction between DNMT1 and UHRF1 in CHO cells 

is also S phase-dependent (Figure 8), indicating that the 
interaction between DNMT1 and UHRF1 is a tightly 
regulated event. Significantly, no S phase-dependent co-
localization between DNMT1 and UHRF2 was observed 
under the same conditions. As the interaction between 
DNMT1 and UHRF1 is restricted to the S phase in cells, 
our data imply that DNA methylation maintenance exert-
ed by DNMT1 is also restricted to the S phase of the cell 
cycle. This may have advantage to allow cells to couple 
the maintenance of DNA methylation with DNA replica-
tion and thus ensure the fidelity of epigenetic inheritance.

Currently it is not known why UHRF2 interacts with 
DNMT1 in coimmunoprecitation but not in S phase of 
the cell cycle. In addition, the mechanism(s) underly-
ing the S phase-dependent interaction between UHRF1 
and DNMT1 is unknown. One possibility is that the 
interaction between UHRF1 and DNMT1 is inhibited 
or masked by an unknown protein(s) that interacts with 
UHRF1 or DNMT1. During the S phase of the cell cycle, 
this inhibitory mechanism is relieved and thus the inter-
action between UHRF1 and DNMT1 is permitted. Alter-
natively, the interaction between UHRF1 and DNMT1 
may require an S phase-dependent posttranslational 
modification, perhaps CDK2-dependent phosphoryla-
tion, of UHRF1 and/or DNMT1. For UHRF2, it does not 
interact with DNMT1 in S phase of the cell cycle either 
due to the presence of an inhibitory mechanism or due to 
the lack of an S phase-dependent modification required 
for DNMT1 interaction. In coimmunoprecitation assays 
preparation of cellular lysates may dislodge the inhibito-
ry protein(s) or alter protein modification and thus result 
in interaction of DNMT1 with both UHRF1 and UHRF2.

Taken together, as summarized in Figure 8E, our 
study demonstrates that biochemically UHRF2 behaves 
much like its paralogue UHRF1. Both proteins recognize 
methylated H3K9 and hemi-methylated DNA, and inter-
act with DNMT1, DNMT3a, DNMT3b and G9a in vitro. 
Given that UHRF2 interacts with DNMT3a, DNMT3b 
and G9a, we speculate that UHRF2 may play a role in 
transcriptional regulation by targeting these proteins to 
chromatin regions containing methylated H3K9 and/
or methylated DNA. Future work will test whether this 
is the case. However, UHRF2 cannot target DNMT1 to 
replication foci in S phase and cannot substitute the role 
of UHRF1 in DNA methylation maintenance. Our study 
points to the cell-cycle-dependent interaction between 
UHRF1 and DNMT1 as a key regulatory mechanism 
targeting DNMT1 for DNA methylation. Future study is 
necessary to elucidate the molecular mechanism underly-
ing the S phase-dependent interaction between UHRF1 
and DNMT1. 
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Materials and Methods

Plasmids and antibodies
The pSG5-Flag-UHRF1 was previously described [17]. The 

pSG5-Flag-UHRF2, pEGFP-C1-UHRF2, CFP-LacR-UHRF2 and 
pPYCAGIP-UHRF2 and pPYCAGIP-GFP-UHRF2 were gener-
ated by cloning the full-length human UHRF2 into each of the 
vectors. Similarly, pEGFP-C1-UHRF1, CFP-LacR-UHRF1 and 
pPYCAGIP-GFP-UHRF1 were generated by cloning full-length 
UHRF1 into these vectors. Deletion mutants and various GST-
UHRF1 and GST-UHRF2 fusion constructs were generated by 
cloning the corresponding PCR products into pSG5-Flag vector 
and pGEX4T-1 vector, respectively. Point mutation mutants were 
generated by site-directed mutagenic PCR, according to the manu-
facturer’s instruction.

The polyclonal UHRF1-A, UHRF1-B, UHRF2-A and UHRF2-
B antibodies were raised against GST-UHRF1 (aa 386-650), GST-
UHRF1 (aa 95-610), GST-UHRF2 (aa 1-416) and GST-UHRF2 (aa 
416-691), respectively. The commercial antibodies used are PHF8 
(AbMART), DNMT1 (AbMART), Flag (Sigma-Aldrich), HP1α 
(Abcam), G9a (Abcam), GFP (Abcam) and methyl-C (Eurogentec).

In vitro binding of histone peptides with HeLa nuclear ex-
tracts, 35S-methionine-labeled proteins and recombinant 
proteins

Nuclear extracts were prepared from HeLa cells by the protocol 
of Dignam [38] and precleared with streptavidin-coated agarose 
beads. The various methylated histone H3 tail peptides contain the 
H3 amino acids 1-21 followed by a GGK linker sequence and a 
C-terminal biotin. The H4K20me2 peptide contains the H4 amino 
acids 11-30 followed by a GGK linker sequence and a C-terminal 
biotin. All peptides were synthesized and purified by Scilight Bio-
technology LLC. For pull-down assays, approximately 1 µg of 
histone tail peptides were first immobilized on streptavidin-coated 
beads, and after washing to remove the unbound peptide, they 
were incubated with HeLa cell nuclear extracts diluted once with 
binding buffer (20 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 150 mM KCl, 1 mM di-
thiothreitol (DTT), 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 
10% glycerol, 0.1% NP-40, proteinase inhibitors) for 3 h at 4 °C. 
Unbound proteins were removed by washing the beads with wash-
ing buffer (20 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 150 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 
1 mM PMSF, 0.1% NP-40, proteinase inhibitors) four times for 5 
min each. The proteins that remained bound to the peptides were 
separated by SDS-PAGE followed by western blotting analysis.

For defining H3K9me2/3-binding domain of UHRF2, various 
35S-methionine-labeled UHRF2 mutants were generated with the 
TNT-coupled reticulocyte lysate system (Promega). The reactions 
were diluted to 1:10 with the binding buffer and subjected to bind-
ing assays as above, except that the binding of UHRF2 proteins 
was revealed by autoradiography.

For determining direct binding of UHRF2 to H3K9me2/3, 
GST-UHRF1 and GST-UHRF2 were expressed and purified from 
E. coli. The binding of these purified proteins to control H3 and 
H3K9me2/3 peptides were essentially as described above, except 
for the presence of 0.2 mg/ml BSA in the binding buffer. The 
binding of recombinant proteins was revealed by Coomassie blue 
staining.

Gel mobility shift assay 

To prepare 32P-labeled unmethylated, hemi-methylated and full 
methylated DNA probes, 1 µg of the forward and reverse strand of 
oligo either both unmethylated, only forward strand methylated or 
both strand methylated were mixed in 20 µl annealing buffer, incu-
bated at 68 ºC for 15 min and then cooled gradually to room tem-
perature. Approximately 50 ng of annealed DNA was labeled with 
32P-dCTP by fill-in reaction with klenow fragment in the presence 
of cold dATP, dTTP and dGTP. The free 32P-dCTP was removed 
by spin column and approximately 0.5 ng-labeled probe was used 
for each gel shift experiment. The sequences of forward and re-
verse strands of probe are 5′-AGCTGCGCGCAATCGATCGCCG-
GACGT-3′, 5′-GATCACGTCCGGCGATCGATTGCGCGC-3′, in 
which the position of methyl-C was underlined.

For binding of recombinant GST fusion proteins, proteins rang-
ing from 50 to 500 ng were incubated with 32P-labeled probes in 
the binding buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM 
MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 0.05% NP-40, 5% glycerol, 50 ng/µl poly(dI-
dC)) at room temperature for 40 min. For binding of full-length 
UHRF1 and UHRF2 purified from 293T cells, approximately 
20 ng proteins were mixed with 32P-labeled probes essentially as 
above. The reactions were then electrophoresed on a 5% polyacri-
lamide gel in 0.5× TBE buffer at 100 V for 0.5 h. The results were 
visualized through autoradiography.

Transient transfection, immunoprecipitation and western 
blot analysis 

Transient transfections of HEK-293, DG44-CHO and 
UHRF1−/− ES cells were carried out using Lipofectamine™ 2000 
(Invitrogen) essentially according to manufacturer’s instruction. 
For testing protein-protein interaction by co-immunoprecipitation, 
HEK-293 cells were transfected with various plasmid combina-
tions as indicated. 48 h after transfection, cells were collected, 
washed with PBS once and lysed with ice-cold lysis buffer (50 
mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 1 mM EDTA, 
2 mM PMSF, protease inhibitor cocktail from Sigma-Aldrich) 
for 30 min at 4 °C with occasional vortexing. The lysates were 
centrifugated for 10 min at 14 000 rpm. The supernatants (whole 
cell extracts) were incubated with different antibodies and protein 
A-agarose beads or M2 anti-Flag beads (Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 h 
at 4 °C. The beads were washed five times in TNEN buffer (20 
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% NP-40, 
1 mM PMSF). Bound proteins were extracted with SDS-PAGE 
sample buffer, and analyzed on SDS-PAGE followed by western 
blot analysis.

Immunofluorescence staining, cell synchronization with 
aphidicolin and EdU labeling 

NIH3T3 and Uhrf1−/− mouse ES cells were maintained with 
regular DMEM plus 10% FBS and ES cell media routinely. For 
immunofluorescence staining of 5-meC and DNMT1, NIH3T3 or 
Uhrf1−/− ES cells were washed with 1× PBS prior to fixation in 
4% paraformaldehyde. Cells for 5-meC immunostaining were per-
meabilized with 4 M HCl at room temperature for 30 min, whereas 
the cells for DNMT1 immunostaining were permeabilized with 
1 M HCl on ice for 10 min and 2 M HCl at 37 ºC for 10 min once 
again. The cells were then neutralized with sodium borate (pH 9.0) 
at room temperature for 20 min, blocked with 5% BSA in a 37 ºC 
incubator for 15 min and incubated with 5-meC or DNMT1 anti-
body for 2 h. For double immunostaining, the cells were incubated 
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with the other one primary antibody, followed by incubation with 
Alexa Fluor 488 or Texas-Red-conjugated secondary antibodies. 
Images were acquired with a microscope system.

For examining co-localization in DG44-CHO cells, combina-
tions of plasmids as indicated were transfected into DG44-CHO 
cells. One day after transfection, cells were processed for immu-
nostaining using anti-Flag antibody. The images were acquired 
and examined for co-localization of CFP-Lac fusion with the Flag-
tagged protein of interest. 

For enriching DG44-CHO cells in S phase, the cells were cul-
tured with GIBCO medium supplemented with 1 mg/ml aphidico-
lin for 20 h. To label the S phase DG44-CHO cells with EdU, the 
cells were washed and cultured with 10 µM EdU for 2 h prior to 
fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde. Cells were then incubated with 
2 mg/ml glycine in 37 ºC incubator for 15 min, permeabilized with 
0.5% TritonX-100 on ice for 10 min and incubated with 1× Apollo 
reagent in a 37 ºC incubator for 30 min. The cells were also incu-
bated with 1× Hoechst at room temperature for 20 min to label the 
nuclei. Images were acquired with a microscope system. 

Transient transfection, immunoprecipitation and western 
blot analysis 

HEK-293 cells were transfected by Lipofectamine™ 2000 
(Invitrogen) with various plasmid combinations as indicated. 48 h 
later, cells were washed with PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 
10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4) and ice-cold lysis buffer (RIPA) 
(50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 1 mM 
EDTA, 2 mM PMSF, protease inhibitor) was added. Cells were ly-
sed for 30 min at 4 °C with occasional vortexing. The lysates were 
centrifugated for 10 min at 14 000 rpm. The supernatants (whole 
cell extracts) were incubated with different antibodies and protein 
A-agarose beads or M2 beads (Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 h at 4 °C. The 
beads were washed five times in TNEN buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% NP-40, 1 mM PMSF). 
Bound proteins were extracted with SDS-PAGE sample buffer, 
and analyzed on SDS-PAGE followed by western blot analysis.
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